1. Over the last decade, the rapid development of high-throughput sequencing 16 platforms has accelerated species description and assisted morphological 17 classification through DNA barcoding. However, constraints in barcoding costs led 18 to unbalanced efforts which prevented accurate taxonomic identification for 19 biodiversity studies. 20 2. We present a high throughput sequencing approach based on the HIFI-SE 21 pipeline which takes advantage of Single-End 400 bp (SE400) sequencing data 22 generated by BGISEQ-500 to produce full-length Cytochrome c oxidase subunit I 23 (COI) barcodes from pooled polymerase chain reaction amplicons. HIFI-SE was 24 written in Python and included four function modules of filter, assign, assembly 25 and taxonomy. 26 3. We applied the HIFI-SE to a test plate which contained 96 samples (30 corals, 64 27 insects and 2 blank controls) and delivered a total of 86 fully assembled HIFI COI 28 barcodes. By comparing to their corresponding Sanger sequences (72 sequences 29 available), it showed that most of the samples (98.61%, 71/72) were correctly and 30 accurately assembled, including 46 samples that had a similarity of 100% and 25 31 of ca. 99%. 32 4. Our approach can produce standard full-length barcodes cost efficiently, allowing 33 DNA barcoding for global biomes which will advance DNA-based species 34 identification for various ecosystems and improve quarantine biosecurity efforts. 35 36
Introduction

Experimental process
). Each tag was 94 5 bp in length and had ≥ 2 bp difference from each other. Each PCR reaction (25 μL) 95 contained 1 μL DNA template, 16.2 μL molecular biology grade water, 2.5 μL 10× buffer 96 (Mg 2+ plus), 2.5 μL dNTP mix (10 mM), 1 μL each forward and reverse primers (10 97 mM), and 0.3 μL TaKaRa Ex Taq polymerase (5 U/μL) (Takara, Dalian, China). The 98 amplification program included a thermocycling profile of 94℃ for 60s, 5 cycles of 94℃ 99 for 30 s, 45 ℃ for 40 s, and an extension at 72 ℃ for 60 s, followed by 35 cycles of 100 94 ℃ for 30 s, 51 ℃ for 40 s, and 72 ℃ for 60 s, with a final extension at 72 ℃ for 10 101 min, and a final on-hold at 12 ℃. For each end, sequences were first clustered at a 98% similarity using VSEARCH 126 (v2.8.0) (Rognes et al. 2016 ). Subsequently, a consensus sequence was built from the 127 most abundant cluster (cluster 1) supported by ≥ 5 sequences. Sequences from the 128 second most abundant cluster were also retained to identify potential symbionts or 129 parasites if containing sequence numbers > 1/10 of that in cluster 1.
The HIFI-SE pipeline provides an optional step (Taxonomy) to verify the taxonomic 140 information of assembled sequences. It can automatically submit assemblies to the 141 BOLD system and grab the taxonomic information from the returned searches. 142
Currently, it supports searching of the animal, fungi and plant databases and outputs 143 a user-defined number of BOLD items for each sequence. Specimens used in this study contained 30 corals, 64 insects and 2 blank controls 151
( Supplementary Table S2 ). Corals were sampled from the Great Barrier Reef using 152 hammer and chisel and kept in running seawater until processing. Insect samples 153 were randomly chosen from collections from the Laohegou Natural Reserve, Sichuan 154 Province, China. Coral tissue was removed from the skeleton using pressurized air 155 from a blow gun into a ziplock bag containing 10ml of calcium magnesium free artificial 156 seawater (CMFASW; NaCl 26.2 g, KCl 1 g, NaHCO3 Sanger "barcode failed" samples being successfully recovered, leading to an overall 187 success rate of 91.5% (Fig. 3 ). There was also one sample that had a Sanger 188 reference missed in the HIFI-SE assemblies. 189
190
Compared to the Sanger reference sequences (72 sequences available), HIFI-SE 191 assemblies showed high-score matches for vast majority of the samples (98.61%, 192 71/72), including 46 samples that had a similarity of 100% and 25 of around 99% 193 ( Supplementary Table S3 ). Only one sample that showed a high dissimilarity score to 194 its Sanger reference was demonstrated to be cross contamination from samples on 195 the same plate. Read alignment results showed that the sites on HIFI-SE assemblies 196 at which mismatches occurred were supported by high read coverage, confirming the 197 accurate recovery of HIFI-SE ( Fig. S2 ). In addition, HIFI-SE also identified a total of 198 40 ambiguous sites in the Sanger reference to specific nucleotides and revealed the 199 heteroplasmy states in some samples ( shows the necessity to promote primer design to fit more various phylogenetic 231 lineages in spite of the high sensitivity of HTS methods. The primer's inadequacy for 232 coral was also reflected by excessive short co-amplicons (400~500bp) detected in 16 233 out of 21 Sanger "Barcode failed" samples ( Fig. S1 ), which might be derived from 234
Nuclear Mitochondrial DNA Segment (Numt) and in turn affect the recovery success 235 of their barcode sequences via both the Sanger sequencing and HIFI-SE pipeline. 236
Besides, coral is well known for being difficult in DNA extraction and tends to degrade quality may also contribute to the short co-amplicons. It also reveals the strength of 239 our approach in dealing with those samples that are difficult to work with using the 240 traditional method. In addition, we also noticed one assembly (E08 in Supplementary 241 Table S3 ) that showed low similarity to its corresponding Sanger reference was 242 actually cross contamination from another cell (C11 or H12 in Fig. 3 ). Since we mixed 243 PCR reagents and PCR products using an auto transfer station (Hamilton Microlab ® 244 STAR) and sample E08 only contained a read number of 1,000, we believe this 245 contamination event could result from pipette failure on the auto transfer station during 246 sample transfer (occasionally happens), and a subsequent tag hopping from other 247 samples during library construction and sequencing. 248
249
In summary, the HIFI-SE pipeline requires straightforward processing in both 250 sequencing preparation and data analysis, and holds great potential to on one hand 251 further reduce per unit cost of DNA barcoding while on the other increase the efficiency 252 and accuracy of obtained barcodes. This is achieved by increasing the throughput 253 capacity via increasing tag length to allow more index combinations, and pooling 254 amplicons using different primer sets. In addition, although we used the COI barcode 255 for demonstration, our pipeline is expected to fit other marker genes with a length of 256 Supplementary Table S1 . Sequence of the tagged primers 392 Supplementary Table S2 . Discrepancies between Sanger sequences and HIFI-SE barcodes. Entropy weight was calculated based on the strength of read depth by aligning the SE400 reads onto the assembled HIFI-SE barcodes, showing differences between ambiguous Sanger base-calling and specific nucleotide identified in HIFI-SE barcodes (A) and potential heteroplasmy (B). In additional, several N bases were present of insertion in Sanger sequence (C), also two N bases in HIFI sequences (D). 
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